The Davis Model of
Sound Intervention®:
Overview of Basic
Sound-based Therapies

LEARNING • DEVELOPMENT • WELLNESS

The Davis Model of Sound Intervention:
A. Incorporates 3 key points: 1) The voice produces what the
ear hears; the ear emits the same stressed frequencies as the
voice—change one, the other changes, 2) Every cell in the body
emits and receives sound, and 3) the ear is your global sensory
processor.
B. Uses The Diagnostic Evaluation for Therapy Protocol
(DETP®): 1)identifies key learning, development, and wellness
issues, 2)determines the sequence for the administration of sound
-based therapies, and 3) Incorporates The Tree of Sound Enhancement Therapy for interpretation.

Three Main Integrative Types of Therapy Based Upon The Tree of Sound Enhancement Therapy:
1) Root System of Tree: Auditory Integration Training: AIT is for individuals with hypersensitivity to sound, lack of
awareness of sound, and the inability to discriminate sound differences. AIT builds the foundation for good hearing by
“retraining” how a person hears. AIT has helped people with disorders that directly or indirectly are effected by their
hearing. Based upon the work of Dr. Guy Berard. Many different AIT’s available in office and at home.
2) Trunk of Tree: Listening Training Programs: Based on the work of Dr. Alfred Tomatis, Listening Training Programs are for anyone interested in improving their balance, coordination, fine and gross motor skills, sensory integration,
reading, writing, spelling, communication, attention, memory, organization, body energy, self-confidence and selfawareness. The program is appropriate for people of all ages. The program focuses on the relationship between the voice,
the ear, and the brain, and are recommended when there is a need to stimulate overall development or a desire to enhance personal growth. The Tomatis® Method (in office) and EnListen® program (at home) are both appropriate at this
level of The Tree.
3) Head of Tree: BioAcoustics™: BioAcousticsTM is for individuals of all ages searching for improved wellness. BioAcousticsTM is the study of the energy and frequencies in our bodies and how they impact us in everyday life. BioAcousticsTM uses the voice to identify areas in stress within the body, and provides the complementary or supplementary frequencies to bring the body into balance. Voice analysis may be used to detect a variety of wellness issues.

CALL TODAY!

(862)-251-4637
DETP® is offered in Succasunna or at specially arranged outreach locations.
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